
Discovering Your Professional Superpowers 
 
Professional superpowers are actions that come easily to you, are fun and that you can do for 
hours on end. As you build your career, you probably will become more in tune with what your 
superpowers are.  
 
Your superpowers depend on three things: 

 

 
                           

You need passions, focus, and strengths to power, leverage and build your success. 
 

Passion 
The intrinsic motivation behind your actions is passion. If you find yourself constantly forcing 
yourself to take action, then this isn’t passion. You’ve probably noticed how certain work won’t 
motivate you for very long. You may be enthusiastic about it for a few hours or days, but 
eventually the energy wanes and you’re back to doing things that bring you happiness. 
 
Focus 
The amount of time you can spend focusing on a project will determine the amount you 
accomplished. If you can’t stay focused for very long, you won’t develop the skill necessary to 
be successful. 

 
Strengths 
Each skill that you have must produce quality results, otherwise it’s not a strength. 
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Review 
So how do you find your superpowers? You have to figure out if the action in question meets all 
three criteria: passion, focus, and strength. 
 
 

 Example Example Your action Your action 

 Editing Writing   

Passion No Yes   

Focused Yes Yes   

Strength No Yes   

 Not a 

Superpower 

Superpower Superpower  

or Not a 

Superpower? 

Superpower  

or Not a 

Superpower? 
 
Your passions come from your subconscious, your focus is all about your ability to stay in the 
present moment, and your strengths are determined by the results you produce and the way 
others perceive those results. 
 
If you don’t have all three when performing an action… 
 Passion 
 Focus 
 Strength 

…then you aren’t creating great results and feeling happy while doing it.  You’re just passing 
the time doing work that you aren’t really connected with. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from http://www.workhappynow.com/2010/06/how-to-discover-your-superpowers/  
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